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The shared success that Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association and its member co-ops
have experienced over the past six decades is firmly rooted in the cooperative business model,
which was founded on seven cooperative principles. The principles are guidelines by which cooperatives put their values into practice. Tri-State joins with co-ops across the country and around the
world to celebrate the cooperative mission, cooperative unity and the cooperative spirit.
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Voluntary and Open Membership
Cooperatives are voluntary organizations, open to all persons able to use
their services and willing to accept the responsibilities of membership,
without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination.

Electric cooperatives are owned and operated by the

a concerted effort to deliver a valuable product and

member-consumers who value and benefit from the

protect member-owners’ interests on a variety of fronts.

electricity that energizes their lives, businesses and
communities. Besides defined service territories, there
are no boundaries as to who can receive power and
other services from an electric co-op and participate
as a member. Today, approximately 42 million Americans
are members of electric co-ops.

Tri-State takes its responsibility seriously and works
closely with its member systems to protect memberowners—regardless of class, affiliation or association
—from market, operational, financial and regulatory
uncertainties affecting power production and transmission capabilities.

Just as rural residents joined together to form electric
cooperatives, the co-ops combined resources to
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value chain particularly suited to deliver a reliable and
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affordable supply of power across the rural West.
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The unique geographic and system load diversity
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that characterizes
the Tri-State network provides

strength to the association. Tri-State’s members serve
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a variety of seasonal loads in a territory from northern
Wyoming to southern New Mexico and across the
Rocky Mountains.
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Along with the inherent value provided by cooperative
membership, come responsibilities. Tri-State and its
member systems are accountable to co-op memberowners throughout the West and, as such, they make
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Democratic Member Control
Cooperatives are democratic organizations controlled by their members,
who actively participate in setting their policies and making decisions.
Men and women serving as elected representatives are accountable to
the membership.

There are Wall Street boards and there are Main

Tri-State’s board continues to craft and refine its

Street boards. Directors on co-op boards are local

strategic goals and initiatives aimed at best serving

residents who oftentimes have deep roots in their

the membership as a whole and effectively delivering

communities with financial and emotional investments

on its mission of providing affordable, reliable and

to match.

responsible power to its member co-ops.
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The cooperative business model’s democratic structure provides for self-regulation and governance by
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and for its members. Decisions are being made at
the local level by members of the co-op, in the best
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interests of the organization and 69.9
its membership.
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The mantra “one member, one vote” accurately
describes the voice that member-consumers have
in the governance of their electric co-op. It’s also
relevant to activities and procedures in the Tri-State
board room, where each of the association’s 44
member systems are equally represented in the

Net
Margins
governance, policy development and strategic
($ millions)

planning process.

Member Consumer-Meters

Member
six Coinciden

(thousands)

(megawatts)

Numerous affiliated organizations in which Tri-State
has membership or representation operate likewise,
giving the association a seat at the table and an active
voice in related functions that impact its financial and

19.0 interests.
operational
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Member Economic Participation
Members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the capital
of their cooperative. Capital is usually the common property of the cooperative. Members allocate surpluses to develop their cooperative, set up
reserves, benefit members in proportion to their transactions with the
cooperative and support other activities approved by the membership.

credit ratings. In 2011, Tri-State secured a $500 million
revolving credit facility that bolstered liquidity and
positioned the G&T for strategic asset acquisitions.
At the same time, Tri-State and its members continually invest in the upgrade of their existing facilities,
including power delivery system improvements and
construction of new energy-efficient administrative
and maintenance facilities.
In recent years, many of Tri-State’s member co-ops
have been investing in their communities through the
development of local renewable resource projects,
including small hydropower, solar farms and heat
Co-ops work for people, not for profit. As not-for-profit

recovery systems, as well as net metering projects.

entities, electric cooperatives’ operating budgets are

Recognizing that its members have a unique opportu-

established to cover the actual costs of running and

nity to participate in local renewable energy projects,

maintaining their systems. Positive margins that may

Tri-State’s board adopted a first-of-its-kind in the nation

be generated are oftentimes returned to the members

program that supports the development of local proj-

in the form of capital credits or reinvested in the orga-

ects within its members’ service territories. The initia-

nization’s local infrastructure. In 2011, Tri-State provided

tive assists Tri-State members that make investments

its member co-ops $20 million in patronage capital

to diversify their resource base while helping to meet

refunds, marking the 23rd consecutive year the G&T

their renewable portfolio standard requirements.

has returned capital credits to its members.
With the membership’s stewardship and the Tri-State
board’s leadership, the association is in strong financial position that has sustained its investment-grade

Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association
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Autonomy and Independence
Cooperatives are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled by their
members. If they enter into agreements with other organizations or raise
capital from external sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic
control by their members and maintain their cooperative autonomy.

Self-sufficiency is one of the many characteristics

facility in Fort Lupton, Colo., from which the associ

that gives strength to the cooperative business model.

ation had been purchasing 150 megawatts of power

Since co-ops are organizations that are governed and

under a tolling agreement since 2009. The plant helps

operated by the people and for the people, the sense

meet Tri-State’s need to add intermediate generation

of independence is not only deeply rooted, but a vital

to its fleet and provides operational flexibility in a high-

component of co-ops’ can-do attitude.

growth part of its system.

Tri-State’s self-reliance historically has been illustrated

Although the majority of its operational and resource

by its ability to secure and maintain an efficient and

planning activities are carried out in an autonomous

stable electric generating resource portfolio and trans-

manner, Tri-State’s board and management stringently

mission network to effectively serve its members’ long-

abide with the various regulatory and compliance

term power requirements. Included in that strategy has

processes in place while continuing to make decisions

been a concerted effort to manage the numerous risks

and pursue opportunities that ultimately provide the

that are inherent in the electric utility industry while

greatest benefit to the membership.
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developing future resource options that provide the
membership with a measure of long-term certainty.
Toward that end, in 2011 the association was involved
in two major resource acquisitions. In mid-September,
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2,447

2,568

2,654
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Western Fuels-Colorado—the fuel supply organization
in which Tri-State is the majority owner—agreed to
purchase the Colowyo Mine in northwest Colorado.
Western Fuels-Colorado currently delivers coal produced at the facility to Craig Station under contract

seven

with the mine’s previous owner. Ownership will ensure
a reliable and affordable supply of fuel for the power
plant to the extent of its projected useful life.

Member
Tri-StateConsumer-Meters
also completed the acquisition of a 272(thousands)

megawatt natural gas-fired combined cycle generating

5.6
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Member Coincident Peak Demand
(megawatts)

6.5
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Education, Training and Information
Cooperatives provide education and training for their members, elected
representatives, managers and employees so they can contribute effectively to the development of their cooperatives. They inform the public—
particularly young people and opinion leaders—about the nature and
benefits of cooperation.

Electric cooperatives have always put a high priority

including efficient irrigation, lighting and energy effi-

on engaging their members, employees and other

ciency that are delivered through on-site and on-line

constituents. As the utility industry has evolved over

seminars. Along with its member co-ops, Tri-State

the years, having the right tools, training and education

also supports industrial and agricultural energy audits

becomes increasingly important. Tri-State employees

that deliver value to member-owners.

and member system personnel have managed to
keep pace with the myriad changes and challenges
through a variety of programs, educational channels
and other shared learning tools.

Equally essential are the continuous efforts put toward
communicating with the end-use member-owners—a
powerful grassroots network that, when called into
action, can make its unified voice heard and have a

Analytics and knowledge management are of para-

tremendous impact in a number of arenas. The foun-

mount importance to an increasingly complex business

dation of consistent, two-way communication with

environment. In 2011, Tri-State implemented a new

co-op constituents is one of many key elements of the

market execution system, bolstered its ability to inte-

valuable relationship that makes the entire network

grate resources and completed key efficiency efforts

stronger and more effective.

in information systems, analytics business intelligence
and data warehousing.

One issue Tri-State has embraced and advocated for
on behalf of its members and the entire consumer

Tri-State’s new eLearning training application, for exam-

base is affordability and proposed public policies and

ple, increases employee efficiency and is impartial,

regulations that would significantly increase the cost

convenient and accessible. The online process improve-

of producing and delivering electricity. The message

ment encourages employees to take individual owner-

and mission of sustained affordable electricity and its

ship of their role within the organization and empowers

importance to the rural economy is one that Tri-State

them to achieve goals within a work environment that

has integrated throughout the fabric of its entire orga-

cultivates creativity, passion and growth.

nizational structure, ensuring that member-owners are

For its member co-ops, Tri-State conducts numerous
educational programs focused on rural needs,

Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association

aware of these issues and have their voices heard.
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Cooperation Among Cooperatives
Cooperatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the
cooperative movement by working together through local, national,
regional and international structures.

together to form the largest electric utility network in
the United States.

two

three

The nationwide alliance of Touchstone Energy coop
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103.0is a shining example of co-ops successfully
eratives
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banding together with a unified voice and common

588.6
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77.1

vision. Having grown in strength and numbers
over
69.9

2000

the past 14 years—now with more than 730 partici-
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pating members in 46 states—the national branding
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campaign clearly illustrates how much more electric
cooperatives can accomplish as a collective group,
as opposed to individually.
As their wholesale power supplier, Tri-State works

Netwith
Margins
closely
its 44 member systems on a number
($ millions)

of different fronts—from planning and constructing

five
Member Consumer
(thousands)

needed transmission infrastructure, to developing local
renewable energy projects, to creating and implementing energy efficiency programs and products.
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Although doggedly independent by nature, one of the
many strengths of the cooperative business model is
derived from co-ops’ ability and willingness to work

18.3

19.0

18.6

18.9

19.4

together toward common goals. The electric coopera-

5.6

tive “network” is just that—a group of organizations

6.2

6.5

with shared ideals that coordinate with each other, rely

seven

on one another and support each other in the pursuit
of mutual objectives.
The structure has local, regional and national elements,
starting with the 42 million members of the hundreds
of electric co-op distribution systems across the
country, extending to their generation and transmission
and statewide associations, and ultimately coming
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Concern for Community
Cooperatives work for the sustainable development of their communities
through policies approved by their members.

Two worthwhile causes that have received longstanding support from Tri-State and its members are
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St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital and Ronald

104.9

McDonald House Charities—world-renowned organi-

77.1

599.4 601.2 604.7
588.6 that592.9
zations
provide unsurpassed medical attention
69.9

2,417

2

and care to young patients and their families across
the West and throughout the entire country.

2007

Preserving Western heritage and investing in the next
generation of electric co-op member-consumers is
of paramount importance to the region’s co-ops. For
many years, Tri-State and its members have encouraged tomorrow’s rural leaders by supporting several

Net Margins
($ One
millions)
characteristic of cooperatives that sets them

Member
Consumer-Meters
Future
Farmers
of America and 4-H programs, youth
(thousands)

tours and leadership camps, Ag in the Classroom

apart from other businesses as much as any other is

educational initiatives, the National Western Stock

the commitment to the communities in which they

Show and Rodeo and the Colorado State Fair Junior

reside and that they serve. Not only do electric co-ops

Livestock Sale.

energize communities with a reliable, not-for-profit
supply of electricity, but they also drive economic

19.4
19.0 fund
18.9
development,
support local charities
18.6scholarships,
18.3
and work to make life better in the areas they serve.
Most electric co-op employees live in the same com-

5.6

6.2

6.5

6.5

6.5

munity in which they work and are involved in other
activities and causes that are integral in supporting
the area. Tri-State and its member co-ops strive to
support and give back to society in the cooperative
spirit by contributing through fundraising activities,
sponsorships and volunteer efforts.
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Letter from the Chairman

I would like to thank my fellow directors for the opportunity to serve as

In response, Tri-State is spearheading an affordability and awareness

president and chairman of the Tri-State board. It is a very humbling and

campaign. This continues to be a strategic goal of the board because of

gratifying experience to serve such a great organization that provides

the threat unbridled regulations pose to keeping electric costs affordable.

tremendous value to its member co-ops. I also want to express my

Increased energy prices inhibit business expansion and job growth. The

appreciation to the entire Tri-State membership for its continued support.

affordability campaign is designed to draw the attention of not only our

I’m especially mindful of this as we celebrate the International Year of
the Cooperative and as we are marking Tri-State’s 60th anniversary in

members, but also non-members, to the impact unmitigated regulations
present to all electric costs and, ultimately, the economy.

2012. The solid foundation built on the seven cooperative principles and

Late last year, Tri-State acquired ownership of the Colowyo Mine and

the stability of the co-op business model have served us well over the

the Fort Lupton generating facility—both of which address the board’s

years as the electric utility industry has evolved.

strategic goal of securing long-term resource and fuel supply. At the

Over time, Tri-State’s board and staff have determined that our current
rate structure no longer provides for the most efficient use of Tri-State
resources and is in need of change. So this past year we spent a tre-

same time, the board continues to place a high priority on making sure
fuel choice options are available to meet the growing power demands
of our membership.

mendous amount of time analyzing and evaluating a change in rate

I again want to thank Tri-State general manager Ken Anderson and his

design. I greatly appreciate everyone’s effort and patience throughout

entire staff for the outstanding job they do for our membership. Their

the process.

commitment and dedication to the organization and ultimately to our

The change in rate design approved by the board will allow Tri-State to
become more efficient through demand response programs and increase
the efficient dispatch of our valuable resources. Change is always diffi-

member cooperatives is tremendous. On behalf of the board, I want to
express our appreciation to the entire Tri-State workforce for the job
they do every day to help “keep the lights on.”

cult, but to continue down a path of inefficiency is not good business.
Tri-State continues to address the numerous regulatory challenges initiated by the EPA and other agencies. We are in an unprecedented era of
regulation, potentially threatening future use of our generation resources.
Tri-State has always been a good steward of our environment and we
will continue to meet all of our responsibilities. Our concern is that many

Rick Gordon
Chairman

of the proposed regulations do not offer any noticeable improvement to
the environment, but would greatly increase the cost of electricity in a
time when our economy needs affordable energy.
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Message from the Executive Vice President and General Manager

Thanks to the support and solid leadership from our board, coupled with
an employee workforce dedicated to our mission, Tri-State had another
successful year serving in its important role in our cooperative system.
Fundamental to Tri-State’s value as a membership association is the
aggregation of the value, diversity and resources of our member systems.
As stewards of our members’ resources, we are well positioned to
optimize those resources entrusted to us to maintain an affordable and
reliable electricity product into the future.
Through leadership from our board, Tri-State remains financially
strong—with an A rating from all three major rating agencies, strong
financial metrics and solid liquidity. This strength enabled Tri-State
to execute two strategic acquisitions to further enhance and diversify
our resources while managing against future risk and volatility.
Tri-State subsidiary Western Fuels-Colorado acquired the Colowyo Mine
in northwest Colorado to ensure a reliable and affordable supply of
fuel for the life of Craig Station. We also completed the purchase of a
combined-cycle generating facility, a key intermediate generation addition
that provides operational flexibility in a high-growth area of our system.
Our existing baseload generation fleet performed very well throughout
the year. In all cases, Tri-State’s generating units exceeded industry
standards for availability and we saw improved safety records established at many of our operating sites. Our history of outstanding plant
performance can be traced to a vigilant maintenance program and
continued capital investments to boost efficiency, increase reliability
wherever possible and meet or exceed all environmental requirements.
Tri-State maintenance crews and contractors were engaged in numerous
transmission and substation projects last year, aimed at strengthening
and improving our 200,000 square-mile power delivery system. In
addition, Tri-State has activated a transition team that is managing a

three-year project to transfer up to 260 transformers and 500 miles
of transmission line from our members to Tri-State ownership. This
asset transfer will improve reliability and help us more efficiently meet
increasingly complex federal regulatory compliance rules.
In the area of renewable resources, 2011 marked the first full year
of operation for the 51-megawatt Kit Carson Windpower Project in
Colorado and the 30-megawatt Cimarron Solar Facility in New Mexico.
Both of these generating facilities, from which Tri-State holds long-term
power purchase agreements, exceeded performance projections in their
first 12 months of operation.
Going forward, Tri-State faces many challenges. Paramount among
those are proposed environmental regulations that could limit future
fuel choices as we plan new resources and perhaps even threaten our
ability to provide affordable power from our existing fleet. That is why
we aggressively support the “Keep Electricity Affordable” campaign
aimed at raising consumer awareness of how misguided regulations
could adversely impact our members, their communities and the
overall economy.
Above all, we are focused on responsible stewardship of the assets
and trust placed in us by our membership while remaining vigilant on
managing costs. Tri-State will continue to deliver on our part of the
value proposition of the cooperative business model to the benefit of
1.5 million member-owners across the West.

Ken Anderson
Executive Vice President and General Manager
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